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Why does the AWP behave differently in Deagle Aim Cfg than other cfgs and how do I fix it.I created it mostly for the Deagle
AIM CFG that fixes the Aimed shot if you shoot above 40 degrees Counter-Strike - deagle aim cfg download Deagle Aim Cfg
Counter-Strike Guide,How to extract CS:GO Aim Code from Deagle Aim Cfg, Derogatory Voice Over Dvrs,How to fix Dvrs

Error on Steam Deagle Aim Cfg, how to fix dvrs error on steam, dvrs error when extract Deagle Aim Code -fodit Gp33, Deagle
aim cfg is the AWP's own config. It is not an Aim-By-Sight config and it was always used with a scope as Aiming is a little bit

of a trick. It is used for CS:GO until SMG's are overhauled. Well, you can do Deagle Aim Cfg by turning off Aim-By-
Sight(ADS) feature. It is not a sprint configuration in nature; it is a Deagle Aim Cfg. However it has some effects on deagle.

And its effects are not the same in other cfgs. That is why the AWP is not the same in other cfgs. Deagle Aim Cfg is an type of
Aim-By-Sight config but with a lot of configs like AWP,Deagle,Desert eagle etc. In Aim-By-Sight config you do not aim. In

Deagle Aim Cfg you aim with the help of some configs.So you aim with these configs. This is the download link. If you are new
to configs then you should use this cfg.After using this config you can switch to ADS. This is a Deagle Aim Cfg. Deagle Aim

Cfg is similar to other Aiming configs. Like ESGO,COM-STUFF and FAS-AIM.It controls the Aiming in Deagle Aim Cfg.But
some dps is giving much bigger bump to to aim in this config. You can talk with the game devs to make aim a little bit

bumpy.So you can use it with your AFM / H-3. But it is hard to make aim completely bumpy. If you ask me. Deagle Aim Cfg is
a dedicated aim configuration
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